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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new method for predicting user

activities at the NTCIR-15 Micro-activity Retrieval Task.

Additional concepts from ResNet generated features following

with a Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory block helps

our neural network paying more attention in the corresponding

class. Our model received an upright result on the scoreboard.
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INTRODUCTION
We are living in a multi-modal data world — we hear sounds,

smell scents, touch surfaces, see things and taste flavors. A

query will be defined as a multi-modal problem if it covers

multiple modalities. As this research area is quite fresh, we

have decided to step in NTCIR15-MART task to find a novel

method. This project can bring lots of advantageous

application to the real world. In a clinic environment, AI

applications will diagnose patient's state and activity based on

their biological data, breathing rate, voice and images. Hence,

doctors and nurses can promptly meddle in case of

emergencies.

METHODLOGY
Image Feature Extraction: We extract features from each

image. There are various methods that generating crucial

insight from images such as DenseNet, AlexNet and ResNet.

We chose ResNet50 to be equivalent with provided ResNet

probability outputs from the organizer. These features are

stacked into a matrix. Since the model has to deal with limited

labeled data, all of the parameters in Image Feature Extraction

block are locked and cannot be learnable.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM): Two

independent LSTM layers putting together to from a BiLSTM.

This structure allows the model to have both backward and

forward information about time-series data and tackle the

vanishing gradient problem from traditional recurrent neural

network architectures. Using bidirectional will run input in

two ways, one from past to future and one from future to past.

The differs this approach from unidirectional is that BiLSTM

can learn itself how and when to forget and when not to using

gates. As the result, the model can understand the context

better. We set the hidden size as to match with the previous

block.

EXPERIMENT & RESULT
280 activities are released with labels as a training set and

140 activities are a testing set. All scores are ranked in mAP

(mean average precision). We obtain Random Forest, Support

Vector Machine and XGBoost as the baseline models. The

performance are described as the table below:

In both leave-one-out and 10-fold cross validation, our model

performance grants the first place. XGBoost easily beats ther

traditional machine learning methods as it is the most

evolutionary in decision-tree-based ensemble algorithms. Our

proposed model and XGBoost are used to submit into

NTCIR15-MART scoreboard system. Our model’s

submission returns 0.465 score in the organizer evaluation

system while result is almost 0.4.

CONCLUSION
In summary, our approach in separately splitting difference

modality data into two neural networks can achieve a fine

mean average precision score in NTCIR15-MART retrieval

task. There is a lot of room to optimize in our approach.

Hence, we will keep configuring this model in the future.
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